Abstract: There have been advances achieved in modern medicine but traditional treatment methods using certain spiritual approached have become increasingly popular in many parts of the world. Certain Sufi practices, among others, is used in medical treatment to support the healing process. Based on a case study on the practice of Sufi therapy conducted by Akang Syamsudin in the Limbangan Garut area, West Java, Indonesia this article attempts to explore the conversion process and dynamics of the development of Sufi healing. Employing a qualitative approach and Miles and Huberman landscape approach, and supported with interviews, observations, and documentation the research finds that Syamsudin’s Sufi therapy method combines physical and spiritual principles. Syamsudin’s therapeutic approach is based on the following seven factors, are: 1) belief that every disease has a cure; 2) balance and moderation are directly proportional to physical health; 3) spiritual factors dominate over physical factors; 4) the importance of blood circulation; 5) the efficacy of positive suggestion; 6) belief and submission to God’s will; 7) the effectiveness of patience and consistency. The research implications open a new paradigm in the field of non-invasive treatments. This article suggests that modern medical treatment should be complemented with spiritual therapy in order to achieve more positive healing outcomes for patients.
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Introduction
Research studies related to Sufism and Sufi practices have been carried out by many Muslim and non-Muslim scholars. Within the scope of modernity, the study of some aspects of Sufism encouraged western intellectuals to study Sufi concepts and incorporate them into new forms of spirituality.¹ The American scholar Joseph E.B. Lumbard analyzed the Sufi teachings of the classic Muslim philosopher, Abū Ḥāmid al-Ghazālī (1058–1111).² Furthermore, Harvard professor Robert Landau Ames explored the role of the public intellectual and the ethics of knowledge presented in The Scale of Knowledge (Miẓān al-Ma‘rīfah) by Safi Ali Shah (1835–1898).³ The Australian scholar Milad Milani examined the teachings of the Naqshbandi Order.⁴ In the wake of modern secularism and

---

consumerism, the level of religiosity and spirituality in society has significantly declined, which makes the emergence of Sufism urgent.\(^5\)

Sufi therapy has become increasingly popular in the last two decades where Sufi healing approaches have been introduced in medical therapy.\(^6\) In Malaysia, researchers have documented the effectiveness of Sufi healing methods in the treatment of drug addiction. A study involving 19 drug addicts undergoing 12 spiritual healing sessions internalized religious values and spiritual teachings, which eroded the influence of drugs and supported the rehabilitation process. The Sufi healing therapy (SHT) model helped to build the participants’ self-involvement and agency in drug addiction interventions.\(^7\) The UK study conducted by Denis Haviland focused on the traditions and practices of spiritual medicine that have been introduced since the 1980s. At least about 7,000 therapists are involved in spiritual medicine.\(^8\) Karim Mitha, a contemporary scientist, concludes that Islamic practices such as remembrance (\textit{dhikr}) can be overlaid with psychological principles of mindfulness and self-efficacy and reveal the intersection of spirituality and mental health.\(^9\) The same idea was conveyed by Amber Haque, namely that spiritually-oriented interventions accompanied by Sufi therapy can be designed into treatment units, aligned with elements of cognition, behavioral tendencies, and human spirituality.\(^10\) In the author’s view, the role of Sufism in removing impurities from the heart contributes significantly to maintaining the body’s immunity from some forms of physical illness.


In Indonesia, Sufi therapy is deeply rooted in Muslim society. Sufi therapy cannot be separated from Sufi ritual practices that are in harmony with the cultural traditions of Indonesia. In the village of Bulungkulon Kudus, Atika Ulfia has studied the Jalmah Foundation and its treatments to the patients suffering from schizophrenia. This is a type of spiritual neuroscience treatment to support the healing process.\(^{11}\) In Pekalongan, the teachings of the Tarekat Qadiri-Naqshbandi has measurable positive effect on the emotional and spiritual intelligence of the congregation.\(^{12}\) The Manajemen Qolbu (roughly translated in English as the “management of heart”) founded by Abdullah Gymnastiar, a famous preacher from Bandung, uses Sufism teachings in shaping the behavior of the younger generation. This, of course, further emphasizes the great interest of modern society to use Sufi healing methods as an alternative to modern medicine. This spiritual therapy relies on the values of reconnecting to one’s spiritual nature, regaining one’s inner balance, and drawing new energy from it.\(^{13}\) Muhammad Mahfuz al-Tarmasi, a prominent Muslim scholar from Pacitan East Java, wrote a treatise on Sufism entitled *Bughiyat al-Adhkiyā’ fi al-Baḥth ‘an al-Karāmāt al-Awliya* which describes the community’s need for spiritual teachings and practices that are in harmony with the local culture.\(^{14}\) The nature of the Indonesian people, who are generally very concerned with preserving their religious identity and moral values, has prompted local scholars to study the treasures of classic Sufi scholarship and make them available to the public.\(^{15}\)


The growing trend of Sufi healing methods has received some attention from Muslim and Western scholars. According to Van Dierendonck, several studies on the relationship between subjective well-being and spirituality found that people with spiritual experiences have normal levels of well-being and tend to have more positive feelings. Subjective well-being is influenced by many factors including spirituality. Koenig, McCullough, and Larson reviewed 100 published and unpublished studies which reported a positive relationship between religiosity and well-being, happiness, joy, fulfillment, pleasure, and satisfaction.\(^{16}\) In general, Sufi culture in Indonesia tends to relate the practice of *dhikr* with increased piety and religious awareness. *Dhikr* sessions are carried out regularly in Sufi circles and follow strict procedures. The practice of *dhikr* reconnects a person to God, reestablishes human equilibrium, and makes hearts feel at comfort. This is in line with the opinion stating that *dhikr* also has a therapeutic effect in individuals who suffer distress through their illness. Haryanto explained several therapeutic aspects of *dhikr* which is able to reduce various common physical and mental disorders.\(^{17}\)

The Egyptian scholar Sheikh Ali Jum'ah stated that *dhikr* is the key to the spiritual journey to Allah and able to cleanse the heart from forgetfulness, hypocrisy, arrogance, and envy. Only a pure heart can experience a connection with Allah. According to Levin, the common reason to visit a Sufi healer is to overcome certain social and psychological problems.\(^{18}\) Tomenson added that these stressors often linked to social barriers, lack of resources, and low education level.\(^{19}\)

Akang Reflexology Massage is located in Limbangan, Garut Regency. The therapeutic method used by Akang Limbangan Garut is


\(^{17}\) Ibid.


\(^{19}\) Ibid.
unique and it differs from other Sufi therapy methods. According to his testimony, Akang has undergone his own spiritual journey and was gifted with the knowledge of the Sufi reflexology therapy. It implies that Akang’s knowledge is not obtained from academic study or medical training. In fact, one of his patients was a medical doctor employed at a major hospital in Indonesia. It shows us how modern medicine has certain limits despite its technological advances. The efficacy of a simple traditional therapy method, by massaging a specific part of the body, is in some cases more effective than the most sophisticated medical equipment. Considering this phenomenon, this article aims at constructing a new paradigm for medical treatment. Modern treatment methods should be supported by spiritual treatment methods to re-establish the missing link between healer and the source of all energy, i.e. God. Healing is considered to be more than a purely mechanical process but it involves the healer being gifted with the ability to heal their patients and pass along their gift to those in need of it. Akang’s Sufi reflexology therapy is expected to inspire traditional therapy activists in various parts of the world.

Garut is a popular center of Sufi learning in Indonesia. According to Rohmana, the history of Islam in Southeast Asia cannot be separated from the Nusantara Islamic intellectual network that has introduced and transmitted many works in Indonesia. Many prominent local figures did not only shape the intellectual debate in the region but also influenced other parts of the Muslim worlds such as Central Asia. The research problems that are attempted to be uncovered in this study are centered on two essential points, namely examining the method applied in Akang’s Sufi therapy and exploring the theoretical principles involved in this process. Akang’s unique biographical profile and its location in Limbangan Garut prompted the author to explore the nature of Sufi healing therapy and produce findings that can be useful for everyone interested in the link between Sufism and medicine.

---

Biography of Akang Limbangan

Akang Syamsudin bin Tatang Sopandi, also known as Akang Limbangan, was born approximately 40 years ago. His home is located in Cikendal Village, Leuwigoong Village, Limbangan Garut, West Java. The Sufi reflexology therapy is a treatment method that combines medical concepts and spiritual values contained in Sufi teachings. According to Akang Limbangan, he conceives this idea after receiving an inspiration from his learning that—according to Islamic tradition—every disease has a cure, even within oneself. This teaching has encouraged Akang to learn more about nature and God as he believes that the sole source of salvation is intimacy with God. According to Akang, we must apply the principle of balance in life, even concerning our health. The main cause of illness is an unbalanced lifestyle, an imbalanced mind. Therefore, he concludes that any form of therapy should involve steps to restore balance in body, heart, and soul.

Limbangan is a well-known spiritual center in the area where people come to seek blessings (tabarruk). It is, therefore, likely that there is a connection between Akang’s therapy and the spiritual energy concentrated in this place. Akang believes in the concept of blessing (baraka) and is aware of the local culture of visiting the shrines in Limbangan. According to Jajang A. Rohmana, this tradition cannot be separated from the Islamic intellectual tradition in the archipelago.22 Among the famous Sufi scholars in Limbangan such as Sheikh Rahmat Suci Godog, King Kiang Santang (son of King Siliwangi), Sheikh Sunan Pancer Limbangan (great-great-grandson of King Siliwangi), Sheikh Sunan Haruman or Sheikh Ja'far Siddiq Cibiuk, and Papak Cinunuk Wanaraja (Raden Wangsa Muhammad), who are believed to have special karīmah in the view of their followers.

Akang’s skills and expertise in Sufi reflexology treatment cannot be separated from the influence of a spiritual teacher or mursīd. Akang is reportedly the descendant of Sufis and had several mursīsīds guiding him on his spiritual journey. Some of them are from his hometown in Leuwigoong, and some other are from other areas in

Banten. According to the author’s research, there is a code of ethics that must be strictly followed by a person like Akang who is not permitted to reveal his identity. However, he tells that he learned from his *murshid* how to dive into the spiritual realm and start climbing the ladder leading up to knowing Allah in his heart (*ma’rifat Allāh*) and the science of purifying the heart. Another role of the *murshid* is to set the disciple on the path and direct the purpose of his journey focusing on this life as a door to the eternal life.

Akang is grateful for the directions he received from his *murshid*, which benefit himself, his family, and the people he meets. One day, his *murshid* gave Akang a reflexology massage tool in the form of piece of carved wood and said, “Take this with you; one day it will be useful.” Akang remembered, “At that time, I was confused and didn’t know the meaning behind it all.” However, a few years later, his *murshid* asked him to become a healer and he started practicing Sufi reflexology therapy. His spiritual journey lasted for 12 years, from 2002 to 2014. According to Akang, when someone draws nearer to God and goes sincerely through each stage, God will give him or her special knowledge. This kind of knowledge is called *ladunni* knowledge meaning knowledge that is received through the heart. Akang emphasized that it took him 12 years to advance in his spiritual journey but only three months to learn reflexology. However, the success of his treatment method cannot be separated from God.

![The picture of Akang’s reflexology massage tool](image1.jpg)  
![The picture of Akang treating a patient](image2.jpg)
Akang’s life story further strengthens the conviction that Sufi therapy is strongly connected with Sufi teachings and practice. According to ‘Alī Jum’ah, the role of the murshid is essential in the spiritual journey to Allah as it cannot be pursued alone. According to Sufi tradition, the main pillars of the journey to God are the spiritual guide (murshid), the method (manhaj), and the seeker (sâlik). The role of the murshid is to assist the seeker in finding his or her path in accordance with his or her capability. Dhikr and repentance are the doors that open the way to the spiritual journey. The phenomenon of receiving inner knowledge reminds of the Qur’anic story narrated in Surah al-Kahf where the Prophet Musa is instructed by Khidr. Although karâmah and the sainthood of the awliyâ’ are debatable and not recognized within Islamic orthodoxy, the role of the spiritual guide is certainly not a concept alien to Islam.

Akang Syamsudin’s Sufi Reflexology Therapy

Akang Limbangan’s treatment center is open every day from 07.30 a.m. until 16.00 p.m. and closed on Fridays. According to Akang, Sufi reflexology therapy is suitable for patients who had a stroke or suffer from kidney, heart, liver, and gallbladder diseases, cysts, cancer, and other chronic illnesses. Akang Syamsudin’s reflexology therapy is similar to general reflexology and focuses on the patient’s hands and feet. His treatment focuses most on the nerve points located on the patient’s feet. The human foot is one of the nerve centers of the body. Akang’s patients come from various geographical and social backgrounds. Patients from the nearest area come from Jakarta, Java, Bandung, and Cianjur. Each treatment takes about 20 to 30 minutes. During the therapy session, he encourages his patients to remain positive and avoid negative thoughts to support the healing process. After the treatment, they must not allow their

feet to become wet for approximately four hours. The healing process requires time and patience and cannot be instantly acquired. After all, healing is a gift from Allah and cannot be demanded at will.

After observing some of his therapy sessions, it is obvious that his treatment involves both physical and psychological aspects. Once the session ended, Akang gives the patients advice words of encouragement and he also prays for them. Akang’s therapy involves not only a horizontal and physical healer-patient relationship but also a vertical spiritual relationship pointing upwards to God. Modern medicine is just the beginning to understand that human health and sickness is a holistic phenomenon that includes the physical, mental, and emotional aspects of human experiences. The teachings preserved in the Qur’ān stress the importance of guarding and protecting the heart from negative and destructive emotions.

**Reflexology in Medical Review**

Reflexology massage is an ancient Asian healing method. According to Embong, this kind of massage was already known in ancient Egypt; however, its origins were in ancient China and date back 5,000 years in the 14th century, reflexology was known as “zone therapy” in Europe. According to William Fitzgerald (1872–1942), the father of modern reflexology, it was a popular treatment in Native American cultures. Reflexology has recently regained its popularity for its measurable benefits. Reflexology massage can help reduce pain through muscle relaxation and also helps the mind to relax. According to the health expert Ausanee Wanchai, reflexology can be used to reduce breast cancer symptoms and side effects of drug use.

---


27 Ibid.


It has also been proven to relieve anxiety and shorten the duration of labor.\textsuperscript{30}

Health experts across the globe have identified such benefits of reflexology as improving children’s welfare in maintaining homeostasis;\textsuperscript{31} reducing bleeding and pain after childbirth;\textsuperscript{32} reducing anxiety and improving sleep quality for people living with cancer;\textsuperscript{33} relieving pain in burn patients;\textsuperscript{34} reducing extubation time following heart surgery;\textsuperscript{35} preventing neonatal jaundice;\textsuperscript{36} reducing pain in postoperative patients;\textsuperscript{37} reducing acute coronary syndrome;\textsuperscript{38} relieving pain after C-section;\textsuperscript{39} and maintaining body balance.\textsuperscript{40}


\textsuperscript{33}İsmail Toygar et al., “Effect of Reflexology on Anxiety and Sleep of Informal Cancer Caregiver: Randomized Controlled Trial,” \textit{Complementary Therapies in Clinical Practice} 39, no. February (2020).

\textsuperscript{34}Fahimeh Davodabady et al., “Randomized Controlled Trial of the Foot Reflexology on Pain and Anxiety Severity during Dressing Change in Burn Patients,” \textit{Burns} (2020). https://doi.org/10.1016/j.burns.2020.06.035.


\textsuperscript{38}Zohre Rahmani et al., “Effect of Hand Reflexology on Anxiety and Physiological Variables among Patients Hospitalized in the Cardiac Care Unit: A Randomized Placebo Controlled Clinical Trial,” \textit{Journal of Nursing Education and Practice} 8, no. 4 (2017): 35.

Reflexology treatment has become increasingly popular in Malaysia, Thailand, Australia, Indonesia, and the United Kingdom. More people have started to consider the advantages of traditional treatment methods which are deemed less invasive and safer than modern medical treatment methods which rely heavily on chemical drugs with harmful side effects. The research study conducted by Embong et al. examined the efficacy of foot reflexology, including minimizing several dangerous diseases in vital organs.\(^{41}\)

**The Intersection between Belief and Medicine**

Akang Syamsudin is a religious therapist who spends most of his time either meditating, praying or helping those in need. The researcher observes that Akang refuses to ask for payment when he saw that his patient was very ill and could not afford the treatment. In his view, being kind and generous shows our gratitude for the blessings that Allah has given us. In his belief, the blessings that are accompanied by gratitude will add blessings in life, as stated in the Qur’ān in Surah Ibrāhīm verse 7. It can be concluded that the therapeutic method used by Akang contains a strong religious aspect as he frequently reminds his patients to be patient and never lose hope in God’s mercy. His own struggle with liver disease and his consistent practice of dhikr and prayer has moved his heart to bring his patients closer to Allah while administering his reflexology therapy.

From several interviews conducted with informants, they were very enthusiastic about choosing Akang treatment compared to medical healing at the doctor. According to them, the healing process at Akang prioritized spirituality so that patients had positive suggestions and believed in healing, as expressed by IHC and RNS:

“I have had gout pain with knee pain since 2019, then I tried to go to the doctor several times, but the results were not satisfactory. Then, there was a brother who informed you about alternative therapy, at first there was a little doubt, but by looking at the therapeutic process, your therapy is very different from the others. The therapy uses the media of prayer and dhikr. Therefore, I believe and feel it is suitable”.\(^{42}\)

---


\(^{41}\) Embong et al., “Revisiting Reflexology”.

\(^{42}\) Interview with Irham Hasan Cahyadi, October 20, 2020.
“I have complaints of gallstones, hard stomach, nausea, vomiting, stomach disease, hard right side of stomach. After going to the hospital and getting an X-ray, the doctor suggested surgery. However, I prefer to take another alternative, namely the Akang Limbangan therapy, because I think it is safer and more calming for the soul. Akang’s therapy has another influence, especially on my emotional and psychological condition. His advice always motivates me to be closer to religion.”

When exploring Akang’s therapeutic method, the researcher learned that his approach to healing is closely and intimately connected with his belief. First, there is the Islamic belief that there is a cure for every disease, which goes back to a tradition narrated by the Prophet Muhammad, who said, “Every disease has a cure.” In the field of psychology, this statement would be categorized as a positive suggestion. Building on Freud’s theory of hypnotic suggestion in therapy, Berberich found a connection between verbal and nonverbal suggestions and positive encouragement for patient recovery. Rossi et al. conveyed the same opinion and observed that positive suggestions to a patient could reduce damage to brain memory. Ibn Ḥajar al-Asqalānī, a classic Muslim scholar and author of Commentary on the Grant of the Creator (Sharḥ Fath al-Bārī), has explained the meaning of the ḥadīth “every disease has a cure.” If the effect of the disease is stronger than the drug in its prescribed dosage, a more potent drug is needed to counter the effects of the disease. The Hypnotherapy method is used in order to produce positive suggestions. This method seems to have developed in the medical field. However, its practical application also extends to motivation in the field of education.

---

43 Interview with Rani Nuraini Setiawan, October 20, 2020.
Second, balance is the key to good health. Therefore, a person’s inner spiritual condition must be in harmony with their physical condition, according to the saying, “A healthy mind lives in a healthy body”. According to Akang, the onset of the disease is caused by “exceeding limit” of certain substances in the body. The body’s mechanism is designed in such a way that its organs function properly if they work in harmony with each other. When one organ exceeds the natural limit, either positively or negatively, it can cause a harmful effect on the whole body. Similarly, in the realm of religion, any act of transgressing the limit of what is deemed normal and healthy is strictly prohibited, even in worship. According to Yusuf al-Qaraḍāwī, Islam encourages people to observe a healthy balance in everything. Therefore, any form of excessiveness is harmful to the individual and to society at large. The excessive consumption of a substance can damage one’s health. Likewise, the excessive submission to an ideology can result in radicalism and terrorism.

Following the narrative of Akang Limbangan:
“Healing comes from Allah, we only have to seek. Balance is a principle in happiness, as well as health. Many diseases arise due to limitations in consuming something. Must be sure that everything has a cure, according to the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad. Positive suggestions are very important in the healing process”.

Third, the contribution of spiritual factors to the patient’s healing process seems to be more significant than the physical factors. Spiritual strength contributes to 70 percent of therapeutics, as compared to 30 percent of physical strength. In Akang’s experience as a Sufi healer, the patient’s spiritual strength and connection with God become the key factors to their recovery. The closer the patient’s heart is to Allah and the stronger their prayer and trust in Allah (tawakkal) are, the faster their healing process will be. Akang’s view aligns with that of the Indonesian scholar and preacher, Rd. Abdullah bin Nuh. Nuh states, “There are two kinds of power which are spirit

49 Interview with Akang Syamsudin, October 13, 2020.
and matter. These two strengths are necessary for success. Furthermore, it is not uncommon for an expressive power to be sufficient to achieve superb results.”

Nuh gives an example of the Battle of Badr in the second year of the Hijrah where the Muslim armies were able to defeat their Meccan enemies who were far superior in number and military strength. 313 Muslims were facing more than 1,000 heavily armed enemy forces. Nevertheless, the battle ended in a victory for Islam. He argues that the Muslims were connected to spiritual power. Therefore, according to Nuh, this principle can be applied to maintaining one’s health. Nuh’s opinion is pertinent to contemporary research done by some Western scientists focusing on the importance of religiosity aspect in patients’ health recovery. A patient who deals with a strong enemy in the form of a devastating illness and is attacked with shattering disease will be able to achieve victory and defeat the disease by accessing positive spiritual energies.

Fourth, blood vessels have a crucial role in draining the disease from the body and preventing its congestion in certain parts of the body. Akang recommends that blood circulation should be maintained as well as possible. The reflex therapy method is more focused on returning the blood circulation to a normal level. Akang believes that blood is the entry point for many diseases. To support this, research studies conducted in Iran showed that the blood type can affect susceptibility and resistance to disease. Generally, non-O blood types are more susceptible to disease. Further, South African studies showed that the red blood cell membrane has a function as a home for many surface antigens that can affect the course of an incoming disease. This is because the red blood cell membrane will act as a receptor for pathogens to provide a stimulus to immune responses in the human body. Therefore, Akang Limbangan’s Sufi

---

reflexology therapy, which focuses on improving blood circulation, supports this scientific research.

Fifth, positive suggestion plays an essential role in the healing process. Islam encourages Muslims to develop and maintain a positive attitude to life. A ḥadīth explains that Allah will always appear to His servant in the way the servant thinks of Him. Therefore, if the believer expects only positive things from Allah, Allah will cause positive things to happen. If the patients have a strong and positive belief that they will be healed, God willing, they will heal. Researchers in Hungary empirically proved the relationship between positive suggestions and patient recovery, where the patient’s psychological factors were directly proportional to the recovery risk. The stronger and more positive the patient’s psychological state is, the faster the healing process will be completed.\(^\text{53}\)

Sixth, medical treatment is a human effort. It implies that the success of human’s efforts and their failure depend not merely on the will of Allah but they also need human’s endeavors. Therefore, praying for recovery from an illness is an essential part of every therapy. Akang always encourages his patients to think positively and focus on their energy away from the illness and toward the healing process. In Islam, prayer has an undeniable effect on the outcome. A ḥadīth says, “Prayer is the weapon of the believer.” In other words, prayer is a powerful means to dispel all kinds of dangers and disasters because the outcome is in the hands of Allah. The Prophets often used this “weapon” in seemingly hopeless situations. As another example, the prayer of the Prophet Musa was answered by God when splitting the ocean before him and drowning the Pharaoh and his army. Disease and illness are part of this world; however, the worldly material is only a part of the whole world as there a spiritual world connects to it and whose powers must not be underestimated.\(^\text{54}\)

Seventh, patience and persistence are very significant aspects of the healing process. Akang Limbangan’s understanding of healing

---


includes that illness is not necessarily a negative condition but it can even be positive experience. The presence of the disease will help patients to be more aware of God’s blessings and be more thankful for what God has given them. There is a narration from Ali Zainal Abidin, the grandson of the Prophet Muhammad, who reminded the people that health and illness are both pleasures. When we receive the blessing of health, we can enjoy Allah’s sustenance and freely carry out our acts of obedience. When we fall sick and endure it patiently, many of our past sins would be obliterated. Akang is certain that there is no disease in this world that cannot be cured; if Allah wills, then no power can prevent the healing. We as humans are only required to try our best and whatever the result, we leave it to Allah. As stated in the Qur’ān, every illness must be faced with patience and in good faith. In Surah al-Anbiyā’ verse, 35 Allah says, “And We give you trials with evil and good but as a test (fitna).” According to Ibn Kathīr, this verse implies that Allah will test humans with two tests; first with pleasure to see who will be grateful and then with calamity to see who will be patient. Patience and persistence are essential components, not only in medical treatment but also in all aspects of life.

Concluding Remarks

Akang Limbangan’s Sufi reflexology therapy is an example of a traditional treatment model that supports the healing process. This method incorporates the spiritual values contained in the teachings of Islam. Akang believes that success in curing a patient’s illness depends on a treatment process that combines horizontal and vertical principles in the form of physical and spiritual elements. The complete absence of the vertical principle in modern medical treatment affects the patients’ recovery rates. Akang Limbangan’s therapeutic approach is based on the following factors are 1) the belief that every disease has a cure; 2) balance and moderation are directly proportional to physical health; 3) spiritual factors dominate over physical factors; 4) the importance of blood circulation; 5) the

efficacy of positive suggestion; 6) belief and submission to God’s will; and 7) the effectiveness of patience and consistency.
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